WHAT MAKES A ROOM GREAT?
THESE ROOMS ARE GREAT BECAUSE THEY'RE FRIENDLY

A subtle, casual house on Long Island brings in the colors of sky, sea, and grass.
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in the family room of a Southampton, New York, house, designer Steven Gambrel painted walls two shades of Benjamin Moore colors—Cedar Green and Malibu Blue. The photograph of a blurry building is by Thomas Ruff from a series of Max van der Wulp buildings. The quilts on an old military coat inspired Gambrel’s Stanton Chickens with contrast welting echoing the bookcase grid. He also designed the rug, an antique pattern but sleeker without a border.
MINI READ: Blue and green seems to be one of the most irresistible color combinations, but your twist on it is so fresh.

STEVEN GAMBREL: I will confess that blue and green are colors that the homeowners and I react to in general. But this house is next to the ocean, an inlet, and a lake, everywhere around it is water, sky, reeds, grass. I tried to take what was given to me in the environment—very pale, atmospheric blues and greens, or, as I sometimes say, sky into water into tree.

But what about the bright green walls in the family room? I’ve never seen a green like that in nature, except maybe in a National Geographic picture of exotic frogs.

In that room I have a Pop Art version of nature—a copper green hitting a true blue. It’s easier for me to use colors like these when they’re framed. With a mixed media detail, you can use a brighter color because it’s broken up by white—and it’s framed like a painting, not bleeding into infinity. It gives a punchier, crisp edge to the room. Of course, as soon as the room is painted, you feel like it’s too much, but then the colors calm down when you layer them with textiles and furniture.

This house works on many levels: it’s relaxed, yet meticulously detailed.

Besides beauty and spirit, my office is really focused on the way a house works. We like to label and organize linen closets. We figure out the way people should hang family photographs in a hallway. Patinas are labeled for products. In the family room, we have antique Belgian linen that store board games, I try to provide the most functional background possible so that my clients can have the freedom to live in the moment. If the weather is suddenly cool and gray, they know they can pull up a table and eat in front of the fireplace.

What makes a room great? A point of view. This means you come up with an idea for a scheme and you determine what the use of the room is and its overall spirit—and you stick to the concept until you bring it to fruition. You don’t deviate along the way, which means you can’t buy everything you fall in love with.

What’s the deal with you and midcentury modern furniture? There’s quite a bit of that, including classic signed pieces.

I think things from every decade of the 20th century and a few from the 19th. It’s not the pedigree I was looking for—it’s more about clean and simple. I wanted everything to have a chunky, useful, casual quality to it, and a similar level of detail. I didn’t want the contrast of pieces with too much intricacy.

These clean-lined modern pieces mix well with older Belgian furniture, and I also like to use them next to things with more patina. A rustic farm table with a worn surface, something made of old leather. All the light fixtures and lamps are eye-catching. I’ve made a conscious decision not to rely on recessed lighting for my projects. That provides more focus on the fixtures. It’s a wonderful way of bringing in something unique. I love hardware and I love lighting—they’re both jewelry for the architecture.

Why did you use three different kinds of fixtures in the kitchen?

When there’s no recessed lighting, you really need all of them. The flush mounted lights have a utilitarian look and furnish good general lighting. The pendants over the island and sink add additional task lighting. The rope chandelier is more decorative and helps define the dining area as a separate space. I also think they all look really good together.

The way you’ve used photographs makes them seem like enormous windows. This couple has collected a museum of contemporary photographs, and the scale does make them look like windows. In some cases, it’s also the subject matter and the colors. But it’s the glass, too, which is something we all reference as windows. If there’s a room that lacks windows, I often suggest that people hang photography or works on paper under glass. If it’s a windowless kitchen, we put in cabinets with mercury glass panels.

How did you come up with the idea to paper the wall in the boy’s bedroom with maps?

Even when he was really tiny, he’s been interested in maps, and extremely adept with them. They lived in London for years and he was able to learn all the subway routes. He does the same in New York—charts the subway routes and keeps records of all the different options. I liked the idea of using local nautical charts. They’re at inches by 6 inches. You just cut off the edges and paste them on the walls. Obviously, for anything, there’s a certain art. You want to keep the values of the blues and yellows consistent around the room and not end up with a boring stretch of beige.

What’s the point of view in the master bedroom? To me, it’s the decorative equivalent of pure oxygen.

The owners wanted it to be a little more luxurious, so it has wall-to-wall carpeting. We have clean, contemporary furniture and some tailored custom pieces, such as the bed, which is very fitted. That sensuous overhead bed has a quiet spirit, and it helps keep things soft and airy. After all, you’re upstairs, and it’s less about earth, more about sky.
1. A bar area opens to the eat-in kitchen. 2. In the family room, Gambrel’s Clover sofa is covered horizontally in John Robshaw’s Gem’s Stripe. 3. A seating area in the living room. 4. For the floor and tub edge of the master bath, Gambrel chose the most highly veined pieces of Caesaria marble to create a dramatic effect. 5. Architectonic tiles in Shadow. 6. In the living room, a beach scene by Maximino Irizarry sets the tone. 7. Gambrel wanted theoyer to commemorate the “dogs, kids, and bare feet” of a weekend. The traditional spotlight by the stairs is a vintage English ship light from H.E. Steele. 8. Walls in the boys’ bedroom are papered with nautical charting maps from New York Nautical. Gambrel designed the trundle bed, for use when friends visit. Blue desk chairs are relieves of a Josef Hoffmann design. Chair and shade fabric is Catwalk in Oasis from Lulu DK. 8. The screened dining porch has a comfortable banquette and Venetian side chairs from Brown Jordan.
"We’ve all seen gorgeous white kitchens, and there’s a place for them. I was trying to create something modern and clean. But I thought bringing in the colors of nature — silvers, grays, oysters, driftwoods, and sands — would be more appropriate."

STEVEN GUMPEL
A photograph by Mario Testino adds a magical sense of space to the master bedroom. Gambrel designed the trim Glover bed and gauze-style club chair, custom lamps from Schweitzer Linen. Bedside tables are Paul McCobb; the lampshades from Elan; the Stiffel lamps are from Laila. The globe French Art Deco desk lamp by the window is from Kent Kemp; on it are vintage scientific cup lights. The Mundy and Square carpet from Brussels adds quiet softness. For more details, see Resources.